We propose a two-component mixture of a noninformative (diffuse) and an informative prior distribution, weighted through the data in such a way to prefer the first component if a prior-data conflict arises. The data-driven approach for computing the mixture weights makes this class data-dependent. Although rarely used with any theoretical motivation, data-dependent priors are often used for different reasons, and their use has been a lot debated over the last decades. However, our approach is justified in terms of Bayesian inference as an approximation of a hierarchical model and as a conditioning on a data statistic. This class of priors turns out to provide less information than an informative prior, perhaps it represents a suitable option for not dominating the inference in presence of small samples. First evidences from simulation studies show that this class could also be a good proposal for reducing mean squared errors.
Introduction
Prior elicitation is the core of every Bayesian analysis and the prior should represent the belief of the statistician before observing the data. But for several reasons in the last decades many attempts for including data information in the elicitation process have been proposed. Roughly speaking, the resulting data-dependent prior is just a prior that depends on the data and suffers from two main criticisms: data are used twice and the calculus of the Bayes' theorem may not be performed directly.
Despite this evident contravention of the Bayesian philosophy, many statisticians dealt with the double use of the data in Bayesian inference, and many others use datadependent priors for complex models. However, as invoked by Wasserman (2000) almost twenty years ago, a theoretical justification for these distributions is missing and the need for data-dependent priors may become more common as the complexity for applied problems increases. Apparently, the call for the data-dependent Bayesians did not remain silent in these last years. As far as we can tell from reviewing the literature, we may recognize at least three frameworks for justifying the data-dependent approach within the Bayesian inference: the approximation of a hierarchical model through the estimation of some hyperparameters (Gelman, 2016a) ; the definition of an adjusted data-dependent paradigm allowing for the Bayes' Theorem computation (Darnieder, 2011) ; and the definition of a data-dependent prior as a measurable function from the data space Y m to the set of priors P (Wasserman, 2000) . In this paper we propose a class of data-dependent prior distributions that may be theoretically justified under all these frameworks. Moreover, the methodology presented in this paper turns out to be interpreted also in terms of a penalized likelihood framework (Cole et al., 2013) for regression models, where the penalty term is the kernel of a prior distribution and the weight of such penalization is not fixed in advance -as it happens for instance through cross-validation or empirical Bayes techniques.
Why proposing a new data-dependent prior formulation? We acknowledge at least two reasons. From a Bayesian point of view, we want to investigate the information's extent of a prior distribution, and our proposal follows the words of Gelman (2016b) , when he says that we need a compromise between the information carried by a "wildly unrealistic in most settings prior informative distribution and a noninformative prior, feasible only in settings where data happen to be strongly informative about all parameters". And from a broader statistical point of view, we are interested in the global quality of the model and on the assumptions we propose, and we believe our prior might be a good solution in case of model/prior misspecification.
According to the first argument, we are aware that the use of informative priors -or, at least, weakly informative priors (Gelman et al., 2008) -is strongly encouraged by subjectivist Bayesians, especially when a prior information for a specific application is actually available. However, even if the model is simple, when the sample size is 'small' it is not trivial to elicit an informative prior that does not dominate the inference. Using an informative prior distribution elicited from historical data -as it is usual in medical studies, for instance-could result in a mismatch between the prior and the observed data, the so called prior-data conflict (Evans et al., 2006; Mutsvari et al., 2016) . Thus, it emerges clearly that measuring the information contained in a prior distribution is not referred only as a mathematical exercise, but turns out to be helpful in terms of inference and prediction purposes. For instance, Morita et al. (2008) developed the so called prior effective sample size (ESS), an index which measures the amount of information contained in a proposed prior distribution π for the parameter θ, computed with respect to a posterior q m (θ|y) resulting from a baseline prior π b , with π b less informative than π. When fitting a Bayesian model to a dataset consisting of 10 observations, an effective sample size of 1 is reasonable, whereas a value of 20 implies that the prior, rather than the data, dominates the inference: with a few data, there is the risk of being 'too much informative'.
Motivated by these considerations, our method uses data for dealing directly with the priors construction. Given a pair of distributions consisting of an informative and a diffuse prior, our procedure measures the distance between the data at hand and an additional set of data generated under the informative prior until the resulting posteriors may be considered approximately equal. The corresponding value of such a distance -bounded in the interval [0, 1]-is plugged into a two-components mixture of the prior distributions considered above. The greater is this value, the farther are the data (simulated and real) from the informative prior, and consequently the stronger is the influence of the diffuse prior in our specification. We prove that the so obtained class of mixture data-dependent priors -hereafter MDD priors-satisfies some nice properties. Among these, the distributions of this class always have a closed form in conjugate models and preserve the conjugacy. Under mild conditions, they yield a lower effective sample size than that provided by the informative prior -substantially they provide less information. Moreover, evidences from simulation studies in the supplementary material accompanying this paper show that they also yield lower mean squared errors in presence of both model or prior misspecification.
It is worth noting that the use of mixture priors -possibly with one relative precise component and the other more vague-is not a novelty in Bayesian statistic. They have been introduced for making the inference robust in terms of a Bayesian perspective (Berger and Berliner, 1986) , and developed for assessing any prior-data conflict (Schmidli et al., 2014; Mutsvari et al., 2016) . A mixture specification turns out to be useful also in Bayesian variable selection: a 'spike and slab' prior (Miller, 2002) with fixed hyperparameters is assigned to the regression coefficients in the stochastic search variable selection approach -see O'Hara et al. (2009) for an overview on variable selection methods.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the existing data-dependent approaches and presents in a few details the frameworks proposed by Darnieder (2011) and Gelman (2016a) ; moreover, this section puts also in evidence the connection between the double use of the data and the penalized likelihood methods under a Bayesian perspective. In Section 3 we introduce the MDD density class and describe the resampling algorithms required for building these priors. After introducing the notion of effective sample size, in Section 4 we focus on some theoretical results for the MDD priors; still, in this section we put in evidence the distribution-constant behaviour of the Hellinger distance in some special cases, if used as a data statistic. The information of the proposed class of priors is discussed in two examples for non standard models in Section 5: an exponential model with a Jeffreys prior and a logistic regression for determining the greatest amount of tolerable dose in phase I trial. Section 6 concludes.
Using data twice in Bayesian inference
The commonly used expression 'using data twice' in some Bayesian procedures does not mean nothing really precise, actually. However, it is not of interest for us taking an overview on all those tools which make use of the data twice for checking the fit of the model -posterior predictive checkings, posterior Bayes fators, etc.-or reviewing the empirical Bayes methods (Carlin and Louis, 2000) . In this section we focus on those priors' procedures which explicitly consider data in the elicitation process.
As widely known, using data or the data mechanism process in the priors' elicitation is not properly Bayesian and suffers from two main criticisms: using data twice and not allowing for the direct computation of the Bayes' Theorem. However, some authors have attempted to circumvent these criticisms. In what follows, we take a brief overview on some existing data-dependent approaches. Firstly, we present the theoretical framework proposed by Darnieder (2011) , who formalized the so called Adjusted Data-dependent Bayesian paradigm, a new approach which introduces an adjustment in order to obtain a proper Bayesian inference starting from a data-dependent prior. Then, we present and formalize the considerations presented by Gelman (2016a) , who proposed to approximate a hierarchical model by using a data-dependent prior. We refer at Wasserman (2000) for the formulation of data-dependent priors that yield proper posteriors for finite mixturemodels.
Finally, we draw a parallel between data-dependent priors and the penalized likelihood methods commonly used in Bayesian variable selection. Although this paper does not explicitly take in consideration regression models, it is of future interest for us to implement our procedure also for regression purposes, and we consider this subsection as a grounding motivation for future work.
Darnieder's approach
Let y denote the sample of the data at hand, θ the vector of parameters and T (y) a statistic computed on the data. Let π(θ|T (y)) denote a data-dependent prior whose dependence through the data is expressed by the statistic T (y). Darnieder (2011) espresses the joint probability density of (θ, y, T (y)) as:
where m(y) is the marginal (or integrated) likelihood. By isolating the posterior distribution on the left side, we obtain
Now, we observe that given y, T (y)|θ, y is not random, and that the ratio m(T (y))/m(y) depends only on the observed data. Hence, we may write the above expression as
As stated by Darnieder (2011) , the posterior in (2) is obtained through a naive approach. The equation is suggesting that using a data-dependent prior requires that also the likelihood of the model should be conditioned on the statistic T (y). This formula is mathematically appealing, but the update of π(θ|T (y)) is often not straightforward. Hence, after some simple algebra, the posterior may be expressed as
where the ratio π(θ|T (y)/g(T (y)|θ) is the actual data-dependent prior, updated with the usual unconditioned likelihood f (y|θ). Darnieder (2011) defines the posterior in (3) as an adjusted posterior, obtained through an adjusted procedure. He also shows a relationship between a genuine Bayesian approach and the data-dependent Bayesian approach, putting in evidence the following identity:
By dividing this expression by the genuine prior π(θ), we can state the following proportionality, the so called data-dependent Bayesian Principle:
which formally coincides with (3), but suggests something even stronger. In fact, this expression highlights that the principle is satisfied whether a genuine prior π(θ) exists or not. With the adjusted procedure we provide a posterior distribution which is directly implied by Bayes' Theorem, whatever is the choice for π(θ).
A natural question concerns the choice of the statistic T (y). There are no particular guidelines for choosing T (y), but Darnieder (2011) lists some theorems that are useful for this aim. For example, it is trivial to show that if T (y) is sufficient for y, then the data-dependent prior π(θ|T (y)) coincides with the genuine posterior p(θ|y). And the following theorem in case of a distribution-constant statistic T (y) will be useful later. Theorem 1. Suppose T (y) is distribution-constant for θ, then the naive expression (2) and the adjusted expression (3) coincide. Furthermore, the data-dependent prior π(θ|T (y)) coincides with the genuine prior π(θ).
For a quick proof see the Appendix. As suggested by Darnieder (2011) , it is hard to imagine a beneficial conditioning on a distribution-constant statistic, unless for those priors which depend only on the data sample size. However, in Section 4 we will use this result for showing that, within some particular cases, our data-dependent prior procedure only depends on the sample size of our dataset and yields some good properties in terms of global information, frequentist coverage and mean squared errors. Gelman (2016a) draws an appealing framework considering the data-dependent priors as an approximation of a hierarchical model. He moves from a concrete example of regression models with standardized predictors: rescaling a bunch of predictors based on the data and then putting informative priors on their coefficients means eliciting a prior that depends on the data. He doesn't go in depth with mathematical notation, but we consider challenging to formalize this setup.
Gelman's approach
As usual in hierarchical models (Gelman et al., 2014) , let y represent the data-vector, θ denote the generic vector of parameters and φ the vector of hyperparameters. The likelihood of the model is p(y|θ). The joint prior distribution for (θ, φ) is
and the joint posterior distribution is
with the further assumption that the hyperparameter φ affects y only through θ. In a full Bayesian model, φ is not known and is assigned a prior distribution p(φ); however, in some circumstances it may be possible to consider φ as known, or estimate it. As in the Gelman's example, if this hyperparameter, say a population parameter, is estimated from the data, then we denote this estimate with φ(y) and the population distribution p(θ|φ) reduces to p(θ|φ(y)), which actually is a data-dependent prior according to Darnieder (2011) . If we replace φ with an estimate, θ still preserves the dependence from φ(y), but the joint posterior distribution in (6) reduces to the following approximate hierarchical joint posterior,
where p(θ|φ(y), y) may be interpreted as the marginal approximate posterior for θ -analogous to the pseudo-posterior distribution in empirical Bayes methods (Petrone et al., 2014) , where φ(y) is usually obtained through marginal maximum likelihood estimation. We may derive an explicit form for this quantity by applying the Bayes' Theorem and the assumption p(y|θ, φ(y)) = p(y|θ):
The comparison between this latter expression and (6), (7) highlights the relationship existing between a full Bayesian hierarchical model and an approximate hierarchical model, where φ(y) naturally acts in place of φ and Bayes' Theorem is guaranteed by the product between the usual likelihood and the data-dependent prior p(θ|φ(y)). The framework above has the merit of interpreting a data-dependent prior as an approximation of a further level of hierarchy within hierarchical models, through the use of a data-statistic φ(y) as a plug-in estimate for the hyperparameter φ; moreover, it proposes the definition of a pseudo-posterior p(θ|φ(y), y).
Penalized likelihood
In the penalized likelihood approaches for regression models -Lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) , Ridge regression, Bridge regression-it is usual to penalize some coefficients by inducing a certain amount of shrinkage in order to (i) overcome problems in the stability of parameter estimates due to a relatively flat likelihood and (ii) reduce the global mean squared error. A penalized log-likelihood with quadratic penalization is
where β = (β 1 , ..., β J) is the vector of regression parameters, g = (g 1 , ..., g J ) is a vector of values which should be good guesses for the vector parameter β, and (β −g) 2 = J j=1 (β j − g j ) 2 is the quadratic penalty. The formula above may be easily interpreted in terms of a Bayesian perspective. In fact, if β j ∼ N (g j , 1/r), then (9) represents a log-likelihood penalized by the log-density of the prior distribution for β j , where r is the precision (the inverse of the prior variance) and is usually called the tuning parameter. Thus, the quadratic log-likelihood penalization reduces to eliciting independent normal priors on the parameters with prior mean g j and prior variance 1/r. The ordinary Lasso of Tibshirani can be interpreted as a Bayesian Lasso (Park and Casella, 2008) , i.e. as a Bayesian posterior mode estimate when regression parameters have Laplace independent priors. And more generally Bridge regression is a direct generalization for Lasso and Ridge regression, where the penalty is (β − g) q for some q ≥ 0 (q = 1 corresponds to the ordinary Lasso, q = 2 to the Ridge regression). Many approaches for estimating the tuning parameter r have been proposed: cross-validation, general cross-validation, empirical Bayes methods through marginal maximum likelihood estimation. But only assigning a diffuse hyperprior is purely Bayesian. Using data for estimating the tuning parameter makes in fact the Bayesian penalized log-likelihood approach affected by the data process and, more precisely, the prior on β affected by the data. In Section 4 we put in evidence that our methodology allows for a hierarchical approximation and may be also justified in terms of log-likelihood penalization.
Mixture Data-dependent priors
Let y m = (y 1 , ..., y m ) be a data vector from a given sampling distribution f (y m |θ), with θ ∈ R. Let π b (θ) denote a diffuse prior distribution for θ -hereafter called baseline prior-and suppose that, from a preliminary knowledge about the problem (for instance historical information), we are somehow able to assign a more informative prior distribution π(θ). When data consist of a relatively small number of observations, the choice between these two priors' options is not trivial, since the support and the shape of the posterior are sensitive to the choice of the prior distribution. Thus, the information contained in the prior could turn out to be dominant when the dataset is small. This is one of the reasons for combining our previous information about the problem with our data at hand --precisely, with an augmented version of it, as will be clarified laterand proposing a data-dependent approach for eliciting a particular class of mixture prior distributions. We may then introduce the mixture data-dependent (MDD) prior ϕ(θ) with mixture weight ψ m *
belonging to the corresponding MDD class
The MDD prior (10) may then be viewed as a compromise between an informative prior and a noninformative one, with weights ψ m * , 1 − ψ m * obtained through a data augmentation with global length m * . Note that mixture priors designed for overcoming the prior-data conflict and for robustness purposes have been already proposed by Mutsvari et al. (2016) and Schmidli et al. (2014) : however, the authors do not propose any procedure for computing/assigning the mixture weights, and this is a crucial point for us, as explained in the next section. 
The resampling algorithms for the mixture weigths
Assume to have observed the data vector y m , which represents our data at hand. Let simulate θ * ∼ π(θ) and define a modified version of the sampling distribution f as f (y m |θ * ). Assuming that θ 0 is the true value of the parameter θ which generates our data at hand, we compute the Hellinger distance H -closely related to the Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattacharyya, 1946 )-between our data generating process f (y m |θ 0 ) and f (y m |θ * ), defined as:
where f * is an abbreviate notation for f (y m |θ * ). For any couple of density functions g, h, the Hellinger distance satisfies the property 0 ≤ H(g, h) ≤ 1. It is worth noting that in (11) we are treating θ 0 as known, but in most of the statistical applications it is unknown and we need to estimate it. Among the others, one possibility could be that of using the maximum likelihood (ML) estimateθ 0 , obtained equating at zero the log-derivative of the sampling distribution. Let ψ m denote the observed value of the Hellinger distance (11), bounded between 0 and 1. In an analogous way, let ω m be the observed value of the Hellinger distance
between the baseline posterior q m (θ|y m ) and the informative posterior π m (θ|y m ). The key-point of our procedure is that of sequentially generating κ new values y κ = (y m+1 , ..., y m+κ ), and re-computing the distances (11), (12) for each new draw, until a certain condition of similarity between the posterior distributions π and q is satisfied. Precisely, the stop condition is expressed by
for a fixed tolerance . Thus, the so obtained ψ m * is the observed value of Ψ m * , in correspondence of the dimension m * = m + κ of the augmented dataset. This posterior similarity may be seen as an approximate matching between the proposed posterior distributions. Note that the idea of matching the posterior uncertainty carried by two different posteriors doesn't represent a novelty, and a procedure based on the average posterior uncertainty is proposed by Reimherr et al. (2014) . The use of Hellinger distance is appropriate for some nice theoretical properties, as will be clarified in Section 4.
As mentioned above, a crucial point is the generation of the additional data. Given the specific problem at hand, there is not a unique way for achieving this task. We propose two possible procedures, respectively named resampling-algorithm 1 and resamplingalgorithm 2: for a deep illustration of these methods see the Appendix. For illustration purposes only, Figure 1 displays a graphical example for the mixture prior and posterior (blue lines) obtained through resampling-algorithm 1 for a simple Normal-Normal model. However, in both the procedures as ψ m * approximates 1 (maximal distance), the mixture prior (10) approximates the baseline prior distribution π b (θ); conversely, as ψ m * approximates 0 (minimal distance), the mixture prior approximates the informative prior π(θ). In this formulation, the data dependence is expressed by the presence in (10) of the observed Hellinger distance ψ m * between the actual and the further data at the m * -th iteration. However, one could simply use the current set of data without the need of generating additional data. In such a case, Equation (10) will be the same, but the weight ψ m * may be computed as the observed value of the Hellinger distance between the informative prior π(θ) and the informative posterior π m (θ|y m ). Along the rest of the paper, we will refer to this formulation as the natural MDD prior. Whereas MDD prior-res1 and MDD prior-res2 will denote respectively the MDD priors obtained with the resampling-algorithm 1 and 2.
Theoretical results
In this section we present some theoretical results for the MDD class presented in Section 3 within the univariate conjugate models. Precisely, we introduce here the notion of effective sample size proposed by Morita et al. (2008) , showing that the information of the MDD prior is always lower than the information of any informative prior. Moreover, we frame the MDD prior class in the theoretical approaches of Darnieder (2011) and Gelman (2016a) , summarized in Section 2. According to the first reference, we review the notion of distribution-constant statistics and we put in evidence that in some special cases -e.g. the Normal-Normal model, but generally all the statistical models for which the Fisher information doesn't depend on the parameter-the Hellinger distance is a distribution-constant statistic. This property implies that in these special models our proposed methodology substantially reduces to choosing a genuine prior.
Before proceeding, we introduce here a general vector notation that turns out to be helpful in the following sections. Without loss of generality, let θ, θ ∈ R d , denote the parameters' vector, with d ≥ 1. Let the symbols π b (θ), π(θ) denote as before respectively a baseline prior and an informative prior for θ. Let m denote the generic sample size and f (y m |θ) the likelihood for our sample y m = (y 1 , ..., y m ). Finally, let q m (θ|y m ) denote the baseline posterior for our parameter θ. In Section 3 we used the symbols m for the initial sample size, κ for the sample size of the generated sample of data and, consequently, m * = m + κ for the global dimension of the data vector, comprising both the data at hand and those generated via resampling-algorithm 1 or 2. The MDD prior presented in this section obviously relies on ψ m * and on a preliminary generation of κ values with one of the resampling algorithms introduced in 3.1. The further technical assumptions are
(14)
Effective sample size (ESS)
The idea of measuring and quantifying the amount of information contained in a prior distribution is of a great theoretical appeal. Nevertheless, it has been not yet studied by many authors and many technical difficulties arise, including the impossibility of encompassing in a unique philosophical and mathematical framework the task of assessing NN GP Table 2 . θ ∈ R, c ≥ 1, m is the generic sample size. Negative second derivatives of the log densities and effective sample sizes for the baseline prior π b (θ), the informative prior π(θ) and the MDD prior ϕ(θ), for the univariate conjugate models. Letθ = E π (θ) denote the plug-in estimate. See Table 1 for the priors' specification.
the impact of a prior distribution: several distance measures and many definitions of prior sample size may be in fact adopted. In what follows we will refer to the work of Morita et al. (2008) , who defined the prior effective sample size (ESS) of π(θ), with respect to the likelihood f (y m |θ) as that integer m which minimizes the distance between π(θ) and the baseline posterior q m (θ|y m ). To define this distance, they used the second derivatives of the log densities (the observed informations)
In what follows, we will sometimes use the simplified notations π, q m in place of π(θ), q m (θ|y m ) and 
evaluated inθ = E π (θ), the prior informative mean. The ESS for π is defined as
When d = 1, we will simply write D π , D qm , suppressing the subscript '+'. Table 1 shows an example of the priors and the posteriors for four univariate conjugate models: Normal-Normal, Gamma-Poisson, Gamma-Exponential and Beta-Binomial. Note that, under the assumptions in (14), the baseline prior mean corresponds to the informative prior mean, and the hyperparameter c is a large constant chosen to inflate the baseline variance. Table 2 reports the distances and the effective sample sizes for these univariate conjugate models. Similarly to the general expression in (16), the distance between the MDD prior ϕ(θ) and the baseline posterior q m (θ|y m ) evaluated inθ = E π (θ) is defined as
where D ϕ has not in general a closed form and it is computed through an R routine. The effective sample size ESS(ϕ(θ)) is computed for the MDD prior analogously as in (17). For the univariate conjugate models the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2. Given θ ∈ R, the likelihood f (y m |θ), an informative prior π(θ), a baseline prior π b (θ), the baseline posterior q m (θ|y m ) and the MDD prior ϕ(θ) defined in (10), assume to be in a conjugate case and that the technical conditions in (14) hold. Then
Formula (19) provides an upper bound for the effective sample size of the MDD prior class, and yields an intuitive result. Although an analytic form of the ESS for this class of priors is not available, the interpretation is that whatever are the observed weights and the priors π b , π used in the formulation, the information contained in the MDD prior is never greater than the information contained in π. From a practical point of view, this prior distribution provides a lower information than that contained in the prior π, and is then more likely to not dominate the likelihood.
Distribution-constant statistics
In this section we frame the MDD priors approach within the general theoretical framework for the data-dependent priors proposed by Darnieder (2011) -and summarized in Section 2-and we draw an appealing theoretical comparison between the MDD priors and the Bayesian approach, under certain technical conditions.
As alluded in Section 2, one of the key-points of the Darnieder's approach concerns the choice of the statistic T (y) on which conditioning the prior distribution. As widely explained in Section 3, the MDD prior depends on the data only through the Hellinger distance defined in (11). For illustration purposes only and without loss of generalitythe theorems listed below preserve their validity in a multidimensional case-let consider θ as a scalar parameter, θ ∈ R, and put r(θ, θ+ ) ≡ H(f (y m |θ), f (y m |θ+ )), where the parameters' difference is not a parameter, but just an observed quantity which may be computed for each m, as = θ * −θ (0) (see Section 3.1). Let I m (θ; f ) = mI(θ) denote the Fisher information for the parametric family {f (y m ; θ) : θ ∈ Θ} in case of independent observations. Borovkov and Moullagaliev (1998) state the following theorem.
Theorem 3. If the function f (y m |θ) is differentiable with respect to θ, and I m (θ; f ) is continuous, than there exists the limit:
This Theorem provides a limiting behaviour for the Hellinger distance, as the difference approximates zero. Furthermore, he also provides some uniform bounds for r( )/ 2 : Theorem 4. If the parameters set Θ is compact, f (y m |θ) = f (y m |θ + ) whenever > 0 and if 0 < I(θ) ≤ h < ∞ for a given constant h, then there exists a constants g > 0 such that the following relation holds:
Theorem (4) is stating that, for every choice of θ, r( ) is bounded between g 2 and h 2 . Hence, denoting with {θ (m) } a generic parameter sequence depending on the sample size m and with r (m) ( ) the corresponding Hellinger distance, we may state the following corollary: Corollary 1. As m → ∞, the distribution of r (m) ( ) doesn't depend on the parameter θ but only on the parameters' difference .
In our framework, the dependence on the data for the MDD class is expressed by the observed Hellinger distance ψ m * ; thus, we naturally set T (y m * ) = r (m * ) ( ). If I m * (θ; f ) doesn't depend on the parameter θ (m * ) -this happens for instance for the Normal, LogNormal, Cauchy and Logistic distributions-then, as m * → ∞, the distribution of T (y m * ) doesn't depend on θ, but only on the parameters' difference : in other words, T (y m * ) is distribution-constant and Theorem 1 in Section 2.1 holds. We may summarize these results and state the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Given a parametric family of continuous distributions {f (y m * |θ), θ ∈ Θ}, if the Fisher information I m * (θ; f ) doesn't depend on θ, then the Hellinger distance r (m * ) ( ) doesn't depend on θ (m * ) but only on the difference . This means that the statistic T (y m * ) = r (m * ) ( ) is distribution-constant and the MDD prior (10) π(θ|T (y m * )) reduces to the genuine prior π(θ).
It is straightforward to show that, in this particular case, the MDD prior still depends on the data, but exhibits their dependence on the data only through conditioning on the sample size m, plus an augmented sample size κ. And, as Darnieder (2011) suggests, there is no need of doing any adjustment, since the sample size m is intrinsic in the likelihood and does not convey any information about θ. However, preliminary simulation in the supplementary material show that conditioning on such a statistic yields some advantages in terms of frequentist coverage and mean squared errors, especially when the genuine prior distribution is not well posed.
By concluding, we found some special cases that, due to the presence of distributionconstant statistics, may be reduced to a genuine Bayesian approach even conditioning the prior on a data statistic.
Approximation of a hierarchical model
As suggested by Gelman (2016a) , data-dependent priors may sometimes be interpreted as an approximation of a hierarchical model, and in Sect. 2.2 we provide a brief formalization of this intuition. Using again the Normal-Normal model as a toy example, let consider the following hierarchical model:
where the nested index j[i] codes as usual in the hierarchical models (Gelman and Hill, 2006 ) the group membership for the statistical unit i; the group-level parameter θ j is assigned a normal prior distribution; the prior variance τ 2 may assume two different values with probabilities p and 1 − p; c, ζ 2 are for simplicity fixed hyperparameters. If we fit this model according to the Bayesian paradigm, we should also assign a prior distribution to the probability p, for instance p ∼ Be(a, b), depending on some hyperparameters a, b. The MDD prior for θ, θ ∼ pN (0, cζ 2 ) + (1 − p)N (0, ζ 2 ), is another way for expressing equations (23), (24). We may then argue that the MDD class is a natural approximation of the model above, with the parameter p that is not assigned a prior but estimated from the data through the resampling algorithms in Section 3.1. For illustration purposes only, Figure 2 displays a comparison, obtained through simulation using RStan (Stan Development Team, 2016a) , the R (R Core Team, 2016) interface to the Stan C++ library (Stan Development Team, 2016b) , between the mean squared errors obtained from the hierarchical model in (22), (23), (24), the MDD prior-res1, and the MDD prior-res2, with c = 100, ζ 2 = 1, σ 2 = 5, m = 5. The MDD priors show lower MSEs as the true value θ 0 moves away from zero, the prior mean.
Model for the tuning parameter
As mentioned in Sect. 2.3, the relationship of the penalized likelihood to Bayesian theory is explained by the penalty through the kernel of the prior log-density. However, the estimation of the penalty weight remains open. Hastie et al. (2002) suggest to use cross-validation, whereas Efron (2012) propose empirical Bayes methods. Otherwise, Cole et al. (2013) set different values and examine the results for these different inputs. The MDD prior specification may be seen as a natural alternative for estimating the tuning parameter in the penalized likelihood approach. For illustration purposes only, let consider the regression model
where i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). And consider now the penalized log-likelihood with quadratic penalty for this model
where β j ∼ N (0, τ 2 ) according to the Bayesian interpretation of the Ridge regression. The penalty weight/tuning parameter is r = 1/τ 2 , the inverse of the prior variance. Instead of estimating directly this factor, specifying a MDD prior for β j is an automatic tool for introducing an auxiliary level for the variance, as in (24), and estimating the proportion p through the resampling algorithms in Sect. 3.1:
Although we use the Normal-Normal model, this approach allows flexibility also for other types of prior distributions (Wood, 2017) .
The penalized methods -Lasso, Ridge regression, etc.-are designed for reducing the mean squared errors, and the MDD class of priors, together with the resampling algorithms, represents a built-in method for addressing the same objective. Further work should be developed in order to implement the MDD priors for regression models and within the Bayesian variable selection framework.
Examples to Some Nonstandard Models
In the previous sections we dealt with a pair of priors π and π b belonging to the same family of distributions, under the technical condition in (14). This is the same choice adopted by Morita et al. (2008) and allows for inflating the noninformative variance by a factor c and falling into the conjugate models. However, one may be interested in exploring other prior choices for π b , possibly automatic priors, and attempting to measure the information carried by the MDD prior (10), by taking unchanged the informative prior π. In this section we explore this possibility and we focus on the corresponding amount of priors' information through a toy example and through a real case from a phase I trial study.
Jeffreys prior for an exponential model
We introduce the Fisher information for the exponential model computed for a single observation:
is the Jeffreys prior. For the exponential model, the Jeffreys prior for θ is
Now we compute the Jeffreys posterior q m (θ|y 1 , ..., y m ) = j m (θ|y 1 , ..., y m ):
We immediately realize that this is the kernel of a Gamma distribution, Ga(m, i y i )
We compute the negative second log derivative of j m (θ|y m ) and we find the familiar result for a Gamma distribution
Finally, by using the plug-in estimateθ = α/β, we may compute: 1) the distance (16) between the informative prior π and the Jeffreys posterior j m ; 2) the distance between the Jeffreys prior j and the Jeffreys posterior j m ; 3) the distance (18) between the MDD prior ϕ and the Jeffreys posterior j m . Fig. 3 shows these distances according to three different values for the Hellinger distance, where the informative prior is set to π(θ) = Ga(4, 8). The distance for ϕ is always bounded between the distances of j and π: hence, the ESS -the value which minimizes these quantities-for ϕ is bounded between the effective sample sizes respectively for j and π. As is intuitive, as the mixture weight increases, ESS(ϕ(θ)) approximates ESS(j(θ)). (c) ψ = 0.8 Thall and Lee (2003) proposed a logistic regression to determine the greatest amount of tolerable dose in a phase I trial. In this section we follow the approach of Morita et al. (2008) , who used the same example for studying the properties of the effective sample size for different values of the hyperparameters. The level of dose which each patient may receive is one among 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 mg/m 2 , denoted by x 1 , . . . , x 6 . These values are then standardized on the log scale and denoted with X 1 , ..., X 6 . The response variable is y i = 1 if patient i suffers toxicity, y i = 0 if not. They assume the following logistic model:
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where logit −1 (x) = e x /(1+e x ). Unlike the conjugate models considered in Section 4.1, here the dimension of the parameters' space is d = 2, θ = (µ, β), where µ is the intercept of the linear predictor and β is the coefficient associated to the different levels of the doses. In order to compute the effective sample size, we need the extension to the multivariate case outlined by Morita et al. (2008) . The likelihood for a sample of m patients y m = (y 1 , ..., y m ) is
Thall and Lee (2003) elicited two independent informative priors for µ and β based on preliminary sensitivity analysis:
Hence, the baseline posterior is q m (θ|y) = N (μ µ , cσ 2 µ )N (μ β , cσ 2 β ), where the hyperparameter c is fixed at 10000. We follow the steps of the algorithm formulated by Morita et al. (2008) for determining (i) the effective sample size of each subvector and (ii) the global effective sample size of the parameter vector θ as those values which respectively minimize the distances δ 1 (m µ ,θ, π µ , q mµ ), δ 2 (m β ,θ, π β , q mβ ) and δ(m,θ, π, q m ), by using the plug-in vectorθ = (μ µ ,μ β ). See the Appendix for a deep illustration of the algorithm. In this way, we compute the effective sample size of each parameter's subvector and then the global effective sample size of the logistic model. Given the two priors π µ , π β in (34), we will denote the first two quantities with ESS(π(µ)), ESS(π(β)), and the third one simply with ESS. Table 3 in the Appendix reports these effective sample sizes, obtained replicating the experiment of Morita et al. (2008) and evaluated with respect to different values of the priors variances σ 2 µ , σ 2 β . As intuitive, the information contained in the prior distributions decreases as the variances increase. In any case, the parameter β, associated to the effect of the doses, yields a greater knowledge than the parameter µ, which represents the average response. We repeat the same steps above adopting our mixture data-dependent prior by specifying for the vector parameter θ the priors
where the hyperparameter c is fixed at 10000 as before and ψ is the mixture weight. Being in absence of actual data at hand, here we do not adopt the algorithms of Section 3.1 for computing the observed value ψ m * of the Hellinger distance Ψ m * : thus, for illustration purposes only, we drop the subscript m * and we consider three different values for ψ, ψ = {0.2, 0.5, 0.8}. Then, we compare the so obtained results with those obtained with the above mentioned prior distributions. As may be noticed from Table 4 , as ψ increases the effective sample sizes for the MDD priors (35) slightly decrease, as expected. However, the values obtained under these mixture priors are quite close to those obtained under the above priors π(µ), π(β) originally chosen by Thall and Lee (2003) . It would be worth assessing how much varies the information of the mixture priors ϕ by choosing other baseline priors instead of flat normal distributions. Let us consider two improper priors, π b (µ) ∝ 1, π b (β) ∝ 1. The resulting mixture priors ϕ(µ), ϕ(β) are then defined as
(36) Table 5 in the Appendix reports the effective sample sizes for the priors in (36). In this case, there is an evident decrease of the information associated to the mixture priors ϕ: as ψ increases and the improper priors are then preferred, the effective sample size rapidly decreases. This is intuitive, since the improper priors which appear in (36) provide less information than two flat normal priors in (35). The example suggests that even inflating the noninformative variances by a great factor c doesn't affect in a sensible way the amount of information contained in the mixture prior. We may conclude that the best way for reducing an extra amount of information is combining an informative prior with an improper or -when possible-with a Jeffreys prior as in Section 5.1.
Concluding remarks
In this paper a new class of data-dependent prior distributions is proposed. This class consists of a two-component mixture of a baseline (flat) prior π b and an informative prior π, weighted through resampling methods in such a way to prefer π b if the additional set of data generated under π appears to be far from the data at hand. This prior turns out to be a good proposal for avoiding prior-data conflict in presence of small sample size and first evidences from simulation studies suggest good performances for reducing the mean squared errors.
Using the notion of effective sample size within conjugate models, we proved that the MDD prior class always provides a lower information than an informative prior.
Furthermore, different solutions for eliciting the baseline prior π b are explored: flat prior belonging to the same family of π, Jeffreys prior, improper prior. As is just partially intuitive, different strategies for the noninformative prior yield different extents of information for the MDD prior.
Further work should be done in many directions. We should in fact explore more complex models, whose a brief sketch is only outlined in this paper. Performing a proper sensitivity test for the selected priors π b , π is also a task of future interest. Finally, we strongly believe that extending the proposed methodology for regression models in terms of Bayesian variable selection is one crucial point in future research.
Resampling-algorithm 2:
Given y 1 , ..., y m ∼ f (y m |θ), generate θ * ∼ π(θ). Fix the tolerance . Given Ψ m ≡ H(f (y m |θ 0 ), f (y m |θ * )), Ω m ≡ H(q m (θ|y m ), π(θ|y m )) compute the observed values ψ m , ω m . If the true value θ 0 is unknown, provide an estimate for it. Set k = 1. generate y m+k from f (y m |θ
the ML estimate for θ 0 at step k. Compute the observed values ψ m+k , ω m+k . while {ω m+k > } set k = k + 1 and go back to . Save ψ m+κ , ω m+κ and the new sample size m * = m + κ. Set the prior (10) with ψ m * .
Proof of Theorem 1
Due to distribution-constant definition, g(T (y)|θ) = g(T (y)) and then
Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. For simplicity of notation we denote with α the baseline prior π b (θ), with γ the informative prior π(θ) and with β the mixture prior ϕ(θ) = ψ m * π b (θ) + (1 − ψ m * )π(θ). Furthermore, we abbreviate the weight ψ m * as ψ. Unless otherwise stated, the dependence of the quantities introduced in Section 4 on the parameter θ ∈ R is here implicit. We compute the negative second log-derivative for the mixture prior (10) in general terms as
After some simple expansions we can rewrite (41) and apply some minorations:
where K 1 collects all the terms which do not enter in D α . Analogously, we can find another minoration:
From (42) and (43) it stems that
with D γ − D α > 0 for assumption (see Table 1 ). In what follows we abbreviate D ϕ as D. Hence we have found the following conditions
Condition B implies D ≤ D γ + K 2 + (K 1 − K 2 ) = D γ + K 1 and yields the further condition
Thus, we may collect the three conditions already found
Now we may distinguish three separate cases which satisfy the condition K 1 − K 2 > 0:
and we conclude that D ≤ D γ . Table 1 
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Algorithm for computing the ESS (Morita et al., 2008) • According to the definitions in (15), we compute the following quantities:
• We need to compute D q,1 (m, θ, X m , y m ) = m i=1 π(X i , θ){1 − π(X i , θ)}, D q,2 (m, θ, X m , y m ) = m i=1 X 2 i π(X i , θ){1 − π(X i , θ)}.
• It turns out that D qm,j f (y m )dy m -where f (y m ) is the likelihood (33) evaluated in correspondence of fixed values for θ and X-cannot be computed analytically and need to be computed through Monte Carlo simulation. Before of proceeding, let us notice that D q,1 (m, θ, X m , y m ) and D q,2 (m, θ, X m , y m ) depend on X m but not on y m , and this simplifies the simulation procedure. We may replace them respectively with the new notations D q,1 (m, θ, X m ) and D q,2 (m, θ, X m ).
• Assuming a uniform distribution for the doses, we draw X
1 , ..., X
6 independently from {X 1 , ..., X 6 } with probability 1/6 each, for t = 1, ..., 100000.
• Use the Monte Carlo average T −1 T t=1 D q,j (m, θ, X m ) in place of D qm,j f (y m )dy m , for j = 1, 2.
• Compute δ 1 (m µ ,θ, π µ , q mµ ), δ 2 (m β ,θ, π β , q m β ) and δ(m,θ, π, q m ).
• ESS(π(µ)), ESS(π(β)) and ESS are the interpolated values of the sample sizes m µ , m β , m minimizing δ 1 , δ 2 and δ respectively. Table 3 . Effective sample sizes ESS(π(µ)), ESS(π(β)) for the tolerable dose in a phase I trial. 1.00 1.38 Table 4 . Effective sample sizes ESS(ϕ(µ)), ESS(ϕ(β)) for the MDD priors ϕ(µ) = ψN (μ µ , cσ 
